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Executive Summary 

 

For this project, we were tasked by Idaho National Laboratories (INL) to redesign a 

grinder/polisher water filtration system. The main function of this system is to rinse off a grinder 

and polisher within a hot-cell, filter the particulate and water solution, and recirculate the clean 

water back on the grinder and polisher.  

 

The current system in use by INL needs to be redesigned because it needs cleaning often, the 

filter is expensive and inefficient, and the pump gets exposed to particulates from the grinder 

and polisher. As these are our three biggest challenges, we set out to design a system that 

focuses on particulate centralization and filter efficiency. Solving these issues will result in a 

system that can work for long durations and can be easily replaceable when needed.  

 

Given a budget of approximately $5,450 we successfully designed a system that is fully 

functional and cost efficient. Our filters and pump, which are the key components of the system, 

are approximately one fourth of our total budget. This is what makes our design so effective. 

The rest of our budget goes towards features that are more permanent in nature. Making our 

pump and filter easily removable allows for our design to be much cheaper and more functional 

in the long run.  

 

While we believe that our design is quite advanced from what is in the hot-cell right now, there 

are still a few modifications to be made. Fortunately, all the modifications are quite small and 

are inexpensive. As we approach the end of the semester, we will complete all of the 

modifications that we possibly can and the remainder of the changes will be handed over to INL 

for completion.  
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Background 

As mentioned in the executive summary, INL has an existing grinder/polisher water filtration 

system in place. However, it is not as effective as it could be. INL decided to contact us to 

redesign the system because the current system not only clogs easily, but is difficult to 

determine the location of the blockage when it is clogged.  

 

INL needs a system that can provide clean water at a consistent flow rate, filters the water 

coming off of the grinder/polisher, and can be operated with manipulators. This project has the 

opportunity to be something that INL can put directly into the hot-cell. When asked by INL to 

complete this project, the intent was that we would make this prototype completely functional. 

This means that all of our metals would be stainless steel to be able to hold up in the hot cell 

and all components would work for the given space and function.  

 

In completing this project, we provide INL with a long term solution that is affordable and 

dependable. In addition, the system is designed to allow crucial components such as the pump 

and filters to be replaced without removing the rest of the system. Overall, this project was a 

huge success and is something that INL can use right away.  

 

 

Problem Definition 

The goal of our project was to provide INL with a new grinder filtration system that corrects 

many of the issues with the current grinder filtration system. Initially, we were told that INL only 

wanted a prototype of the final design. Through some discussion with our mentor we decided 

that the final deliverable to INL would be a completely working system that could be place into 

the hot cell at INL.  

 

Due to this deliverable, it was imperative that we had all the proper parts to deliver to INL. This 

included the filters, the pump, the tubing, the fittings and valves, and the system base.  In 

addition to the entire system and its part, we also needed to include a manufacturing plan and 

all the specification sheets for out pump, filter, and fittings.  

 

The goals of the group was to create a simplistic system that allowed for easy manufacturing 

and use. This required us to go through multiple designs to insure that the best system possible 

could be created within out time and budget constraints.  
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Project Plan 

Team Roles 

To begin this project we had to break up roles for the administrative side of the project as well 

as the technical side. The following roles are what we determined for administrative work: 

 

● Archivist- Thomas Moore 

○ Team lead of documentation 

○ Team wiki master 

● Facilitator- Drew Fagan 

○ Records and circulates meeting minutes and meeting agendas 

○ In charge of schedule and enforcing action items 

● Financier- Jerry Kahn 

○ Tracks the team budget 

○ Lead for travel accommodations 

● Liaison- Troy Sanders 

○ Is the lead contact for the project 

○ Orders components 

 

For the technical side of the project, we wanted to break the system up into components that 

each team member would be responsible for. The following are the roles of the team members: 

 

● Filter- Thomas Moore 

○ Designed a two part filter for the total system 

○ Designed a way to make the filters removable  

● Integration- Troy Sanders 

○ Determined how the tubing would be applied to the system 

○ Found how to incorporate each subsystem together 

● Pump- Drew Fagan 

○ Selected a pump for the designed application 

○ Designed a mount for the pump  

● Tank- Jerry Kahn 

○ Designed a tank that promotes centralization of particles 

○ Incorporated the tank to work well with the pump 

 

Scheduling  

The current Gantt chart in the Appendix does not reflect our initial schedule well, as our plans 

for manufacturing changed significantly. Originally, we wanted to have a full drawing package 

completed before winter break. With the drawing package done going into the spring semester, 

we were going to send out the drawings to a fabrication shop as soon as we all returned to 
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Moscow. With this planned for late January or early February, we would receive a completed 

shell of a system before Spring Break. This would have allowed us to execute testing on filter 

efficiency and make any adjustments as we felt necessary. However, after returning from winter 

break, we thought we could learn a lot more about the project if we manufactured the system 

ourselves. While manufacturing the system on our own, this pushed our completion date back 

significantly. After increasing our manufacturing time, we hoped to finish by April 13th. This 

would leave us a week to try and test the filter and flow rate. In the end, we had to work up until 

April 22nd, where we took a trip down to INL to show the system. This worked to our advantage 

as we learned a few things from INL before we made certain components permanent to the 

system. Overall, we fell behind in our schedule but we learned much more as a result. 

Concepts Considered 

Filter 

The initial intent behind our designing of the filter was to make it much more affordable, and able 

to collect the particles to make the system easy to clean. The initial design was simple and 

effective, we decided to make the water enter the system through the filter so that the particles 

were collected right away. In the old apparatus the particles were able to clog different parts of 

the system; which made detecting the source of the problem rather difficult. Putting the filter at 

the beginning was the logical choice because the rest of the system would not be subjected to 

the particles. These initial requirements of the filter are what lead the team towards our initial 

design concepts for the filters 

 

 

Figure 1: Current INL grinder water filtration system flow diagram 
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The pictures above display simple flow diagrams for the prior system that was being used, and 

the ideas that we initially brainstormed for solving the problems that were presented to us by INL. 

As you can see in INL’s initial system, water would enter the system and it would be directly stored 

in the tank. From here the water was then pumped out of the tank into the filter, but the particles 

weren’t collected here, they were just simply filtered. After leaving the filter, the water would exit 

the nozzle or go through the bypass back into the tank. 

The initial concept for the filter was very simple; we just wanted to collect the particles within the 

filter and do so as affordably as possible. The design is seen below on the left; this design is very 

simple and consists of only a few different components. In the flow diagram you can see that all 

the internal components, and fixtures are attached to the lid. This was a design concept that we 

carried throughout the rest of our designs, and we decided to use in our final product. This concept 

allows the operator of the system to easily remove the filter and either clean it or replace it. On 

the initial flow diagram you can also see 2 different sources of water coming in through the top of 

the system, this was an Idea that we had to send not only the water that is coming off the grinding 

disc through the filter, but we also initial decided that we would like to send the bypass back 

through the filter so that we could push the water through the filter. Though this is not a design 

that we used in the final design we did do a variation of it which you can see in the filter section 

of concept selection.   

Figure 2: Preferred design flow diagram 
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The second filter that you can see above on the right was a concept that we started to steer 

towards when INL told us that they might want to incorporate a rough and a fine filter into the 

system. This Idea was used in the final design because we found it important to make a filtration 

system that would collect the larger particle first, and then step down in the fine filter to collect 

the rest of the particles to achieve the micron rating that we were shooting for. This secondary 

design that you can see above is straightforward.  Water enters through the inlet or the bypass, 

and from here it begins to go through the first stage of filtering (The Rough Filter). Next, the 

water exits the rough filter leaving the larger particles behind and starting to enter the next stage 

in filtering (The Fine Filter). As you can see above the two filters would have been separated by 

a stainless-steel barrier. Overall, this was a very creative design, but it was a little too 

complicated and it would have been hard to incorporate into our system. Complexity wasn’t the 

only problem with this design though; in this design as the water would leave the rough filter and 

enter the fine the particulate was being stored outside of the filter. This is something that we 

really wanted to stay away from, because we wanted to collect all of the particulate and make 

the cleanup process much easier. 

After deciding that we wanted to collect all the particles inside of the filters we began to 

brainstorm the concept that you can see below. Overall, this flow diagram is like the final design 

that we incorporated in the system. There are some key features to this design that I would like 

to point out. First, this system was designed when we had decided against running the bypass 

through the filter. Through a series of discussions, we decided that if we added the bypass into 

the top of the system it would end up pushing the water back through the inlet and pool up near 

the grinder. We were leaning towards just the inlet going through the filter. The other major 

design characteristic was that we found a way to collect the particles inside both the rough and 

Figure 3: Two initial filter concepts 
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the fine filters. Making it so that the 2 stage filters were inside one another was critical to our 

design, and this is something that we did incorporate into our final solution. As water would 

enter this system it would initially enter the rough filter, where most of the particles were 

collected. From here the water would continue to the fine filter were the rest of the particulate 

was collected. The two mesh screens that would have been used in this system were held in 

place by a cap on the bottom and two long bolts that secured them to the top. In this design we 

were having to make the mesh cylinders ourselves, and when designing this we wanted to 

provide INL a solution that they could buy whenever they were looking to replace the filters; not 

giving them something they would have to continuously make. 

 

Figure 4: Final filter design 

This filter design was one of the designs that we were planning to use for our system, and it 

wasn’t until we started to look for the mesh screens that found the inspiration to design the 

filters that were used in our final system. In final design we worked with a group of people at 

Utah Biodiesel Supply, to make filters that perfectly suited our needs, and that were able to be 

re-made if INL needed to replace them. 
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Tank 

INL made it known that a large issue with their current design was that it was very difficult to 

clean when particulate accumulated. In order to counteract this the team decided that it would 

be best to make a tank that would cause any particulate that made its way into the tank to 

accumulate in a set location. It was also discussed to make the span more of the length of the 

system in order to help have a more centralized center of gravity. It also was a goal to have an 

initial volume similar to that of the previous tank as to determine dimensions for the concepts 

the team had. Which lead to our initial concepts for the tank design. 

 

The first of our initial concepts was a simpler design that focused on locating any particulate in 

one location that would be easy for INL to access using their manipulators. The design was 

simply a slanted bottom that came to a flat area that skewed to one side as can be seen below. 

The second concept was brought about with a similar focus as the first design. However, 

instead of being slanted toward a flat area that was skewed to one side it had two slanted sides 

that came to a flat section in the center of the tank as seen below. This design would be more 

difficult to clean but would help to give a more centralized center of gravity. 

 
Figure 5: First tank concept 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Second tank concept 
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Our last two initial concepts came about after the first snapshot where we received 

recommendation for a spherical tank. The first of these two designs to be considered was a half 

cylinder that resembled a trough as seen below. Initially the idea was that having a curved 

bottom would allow for accumulation of any particulate in the low point. We also believed that it 

would be easier to clean out if need be since there would fewer corners for particulate to get 

stuck in. This led to a design that was like a pill cut in half lengthwise, which would add 

hemispherical sections to each end as seen in Figure 8. This design would completely eliminate 

corners for particulate to be stuck in. However, we believe that it is more difficult to manufacture 

the hemispherical pieces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We decided to move forward with the first of our initial concepts. It was then translated into a 

sheet metal part with a flat pattern. The sheet metal pattern was created in a way to minimize 

the amount of welding that would need to be done. 

 

This would lower the chance of leaks and allow them to be found easily if need be. Once the 

pump had arrived, we found that we had to make alteration to the tank due to the pump shaft 

being longer than expected. In order to accommodate the extra length we increased the depth 

of our tank by an inch. 

 

Figure 7: Third tank concept 

Figure 8: Fourth tank concept 
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We believed this was the final design until discovering that it would difficult and expensive to 

have bent. It was decided that the sides should be sheared off and then be welded on so that it 

would be viable for the team. This design counteracted previous decisions that had been made, 

but helped the budget and timeline stay intact. 

Pump 

The pump is one of the most essential elements of the system as it supplies the water to the 

grinder and polisher. Referencing the specifications, the pump needs to be easily removed, 

provide the correct volumetric flow rate, and be able to withstand the hot-cell environment.  

 

The very first thing our team did was look at the previous system’s pump. The original pump 

was manufactured by Graymills and operates at 115 volts. The pump is compact in design and 

is a vertically mounted centrifugal pump. The elongated shaft separates the impeller from the 

motor body making the pump excellent for a tank coupled design. Given that our new system 

would not have to use the pump to push water through the filter, this pump would have been a 

great attribute to our new system. However, the pump has been discontinued by Graymills.  

 

Knowing that we had to find other options, we took to Engineering Equation Solver (EES) to try 

and size a pump that would best work for our system. Taking a look in the appendix one can 

see the calculations. Based off the old system, we approximated the diameter of the tubing to 

be ¼ inch. The tubing had an estimated height and length of two feet. Using Bernoulli’s 

equation, it was determined that the minimum head needed by the pump was 6 feet for a flow 

rate of ⅕ gallon per minute. Sizing a pump for these parameters was a challenge as these 

requirements are significantly low.  

 

Knowing the parameters for sizing the pump, we looked back to Graymills to see if there were 

any other pumps that would work for the desired flow rate and head. Two pumps served as 

possible solutions to our new system; the Agitor and LV series pumps. Both of these pumps 

provide around 15 feet of head for ⅕ gpm flow rates and have similar shafts to the original 

pump. It was slightly concerning that both of these pumps supply over twice the amount of head 

than needed. However, the bypass that we incorporated into system would make it easy to 

control the flow.  

Figure 9: LV Series Figure 10: Agitor Series 
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For the LV Series, the pump is constructed of stainless steel except for the impeller and volute 

which is composed of a thermoplastic; Celcon. This was of concern as the hot-cell environment 

is notoriously harsh on materials other than stainless steel. As a result, we got in contact with 

the Graymills representative who ensured us that the LV series pump is used in a similar 

application with submarine fuel cells. In addition, that pump also saw larger uranium slurries 

than expected in the INL application. Overall, the LV pump will work just fine for the desired 

application. 

 

Looking at other solutions, the Agitor series pump is a great alternative if the LV pump does not 

last as long as the representative suggested. The Agitor is made entirely of stainless steel and 

has an agitator that stirs the tank while pumping. The only downsides to this pump is that is it 

significantly more expensive and the agitator counteracts the purpose for our slanted tank.  

 

Overall, the LV series pump is the best for this application as it is much cheaper and is 

compatible with the pump. However, if INL is not satisfied with the long term performance of the 

LV pump, the system has been designed to be able to mount the Agitor series as well.  

Integration 

The integration of the system was of vital importance as it was the combination of all of the parts 

of the system. Since it could not be done completely until all other parts of the system were 

final, most of the design choices for the first few iterations of the system were done without 

taking some important design features in mind. Though changes in design were few and far 

between, they were still integral in perfecting the final design.  

 

The first iterations of the design were extremely simplistic. The base of the system was the 

same as the current system that INL had and had the L-bracket legs attached to a gauge 11 

stainless steel base. Next, the filter was placed first in the system. It was placed on top of a 

deck plate that was used as the top of the tank and was connected to the other end of the L-

bracket legs. The filter did not go into the tank, but instead its cone shaped bottom was placed 

on top of small hole cut out of the deck plate. It was to drain into the tank.  

 

 The pump wasn’t picked out yet, so we used the model in the CAD drawing that was given to 

us by INL. The mounting system for the pump was also CAD model given to us by INL.  This 

would later end up causing lots of problems, as until we got the correct pump, we could not 

properly place where the pump needed to be.  

 

In this initial design, the tubing was ½” diameter. At the time, there was no problem with this 

tubing size, but as the project went on, it became clear that that size of tubing was too big and 

would cause problems in integrating the rest of the system. 
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The first design was a good starting place for the integration, but overall it was incomplete. The 

filter came before the pump and the pump came directly at the end of the tank. This design 

concept was kept the same throughout the rest of the integration design process. However, 

there were no handles for the EEM, no complete filter of pump (and pump mount) design, and 

no care was given to the center of gravity of the whole system. This would later cause large 

concerns when it came to the final integration design.  

 

The second iteration of the design was much closer to the final design. This design included the 

proper pump and the finalized filter design. This made it much easier to design the system 

within the specifications given by INL.  

 

Firstly, the tubing was changed to fit in between all the various parts of the system while 

allowing Swagelok connectors to be manipulated with the mechanical manipulator hands. It 

became clear once the proper pump and filter were placed in the system that the initial designed 

½” tubing was too big to fit between our various parts. The ½” Swagelok connections and valves 

were also very large making it impossible to integrate them in our system. We decided to go to 

the next size of tubing down, which was ¼”. This size of tubing and Swagelok connections fit 

well in our system and was determined to be the best tubing size for out final design.  

 

Next, the filter housing lower, so that the filter would go directly into the tank. This was done to 

make the system easier to weld and eliminated the need for a filter mounting unit.  Supports for 

the nozzle plate were added. A handle for the EMM was put in between these supports. This 

handle was our target center of gravity for the entire system and the final design would be 

integrated to place the system center of gravity on this point.  

 

The shape of the hole in the top deck plate needed to change with the addition of the pump and 

pump mount, Instead of the basic circular shape, a teardrop shape needed to be created. This 

allowed for the pump with its impeller to be taken in and out of the tank seamlessly. 

 

Lastly, the top nozzle plate was made to fit out Swagelok valves. This change allowed the 

tubing to fit into the needle valves for our outlet and bypass simplistically. The system legs were 

changed to rectangular bar stock instead of L-brackets. This allowed the support section of the 

system to be welded easier in relation to the tank and the legs.  

Figure 11: Initial system design 
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This second design was very close to our final design for the system and was only changed 

slightly before the final design. 

Concept Selection 

Filter 

 

After deciding that we wanted the filters to be inside one another we needed a way to make this 

system replaceable and affordable. We were looking for filter screens then we stumbled across 

a company known as Utah Biodiesel Supply who specialized in creating different types of filters 

for all different types of applications. After extensively looking through their options, we decided 

to make a filter that combined two different filters that they had previously made. Our initial 

design for the filter cartridges can be seen below. Overall, this design is relatively simple, and 

you can see most of the details of each cartridge by their labels on the following picture. In this 

design we see that the tops of the filters are pipe couplings that were welded to the filter mesh. 

To have the support that we needed we decided to use a quarter inch perforated tube as our 

support cylinder, but inside of that perforated tube there is a sheet of the mesh that has the 

correct Micron rating. Overall, this is a really good design and we think that this was the best 

solution for the double stage filtering. 

 

 
Figure 12: Two stage filter design 

 

 

Utah biodiesel was prepared to get our filters made and shipped to us in the timeline that we 

needed, so we pulled the trigger. To mount the newly-designed filter cartridges to the top of the 

filter we simply welded to concentric pipe nipples to the filter lid. Water enters through the inlet 

that is coming directly off the grinding disc, and from there it goes through our rough filter. The 
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rough filter uses 1/4-inch NPT pipe coupling on the top and has an overall length of 6 inches. 

The inner mesh of the rough filter is a solid 74 Micron rating; which can collect the larger 

particles that will be introduced to our system. From here water would flow out of the rough filter 

and into the fine filter. The fine filter uses a 3-inch NPT pipe coupling on the top, and is overall 8 

inches long. The Micron rating of the mesh in this filter is 15 microns, but it is a Dutch weave so 

even though it can filter up to 5 micron the Utah Biodiesel Supply company has to claim that its 

rating is 15 microns. 

 
Figure 13: Complete filter design 

 

The picture above is the current design of our filter that we use in our system. Overall, we are 

very pleased with the design of our filter and we think that it did a good job of meeting all our 

specifications. One thing to note is that we did go back to having the bypass come back into the 

top of the filter. Although in this design it does not actually go through the filter cartridges it just 

runs along the side of them so that it can help direct the flow. The top of the filter is made from a 

solid stainless-steel block which overall made it heavy. The filter housing is made from a 5-inch 

diameter schedule 40 pipe, and we were pleased with how it worked in our system. To mount 

the top of the filter to our filter housing and we had to come up with a unique idea. We created a 

flange system that was welded to both the top and to the filter housing. We made two identical 

Figure 14: Manufactured final filter design 
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flanges and welded them into place so that the top of the filter would be able to mount to the 

filter housing in four different locations. Overall, this is a well-done design and it did a good job 

of achieving what we hoped when we were initially designing. 

Tank 

There were two main criteria that we wanted to meet with the tank. First, we wanted the tank to 

be easy to clean. Second, we wanted something that would be easy to manufacture. We 

believed that our first initial concept fit those criteria the best.  

 

The design was then altered when we learned that the pump had a longer shaft than what we 

were expecting. Later we had determined that we wanted to reduce the amount of welding on 

the tank to minimize places for leaks to occur. This led to the creation of a flat pattern for our 

first initial concept. However, later we discovered that our design would require tooling to be 

made in order for it to be bent. Which is what led to the final design having the side sheared off, 

inset an eighth of an inch and then welded back on. 

Pump 

Considering the two pump options outlined in the concepts considered section, either the LV or 

Agitor series will work in the system. Both of these pumps are vertically-mounted centrifugal 

pumps that are designed to be mounted with the motor body sitting above the tank surface. This 

is an effective design because tubing will be permanently attached to the discharge port. This 

design is for ease of removal.  

 

Comparing the two pump options, the LV series pump works best for the system. The LV series 

pump is best for the new system because it is significantly cheaper and works well with the 

slanted tank design. In addition, the weight of the LV pump is much less than that of the Agitor 

series and is a good solution for keeping the center of gravity in the middle of the system.  

Looking deeper at the LV series there are many options to choose from. The pump that 

correlates best for the required head and system architecture is the LVM21A pump. This pump 

runs at 1/8 hp, has a shaft length of 8 ⅝ inch, and requires 115 volts. In addition, the discharge 

port of this pump is ¾ inch National Pipe Thread. Provided that our tubing is only a quarter inch, 

a ninety degree elbow with a reducer threads directly into the pump discharge port to be 

compatible with our tubing.  
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One of the bigger challenges of this pump is the ability to mount it. The final pump mount design 

is a two part mount that bolts to the bottom of the motor body with ¼-20 bolts. The two part 

design is essential as the diameter of the impeller is the same as the motor body making it 

impossible for a mount to simply slip on over the impeller. As one can see from the above 

picture, the two part mount comes together around the shaft and is then bolted. Due to the 

length of the shaft, the mount is designed so that the bottom of the motor body is elevated 1.75 

inches off of the deck plate. This allows the inlet of the pump to have clearance off the bottom of 

the tank. This clearance is essential to avoid cavitation.   

Integration 

The final design selection was dictated by two main specification: the filter coming before the 

pump and the center of gravity being on the center of the system. Since having the pump before 

the filter was the main issue of the current system at INL it was imperative to put the filter before 

the pump. There was never a point in our design process where the pump can before the filter. 

We decided as a team to make sure this first specification was always addressed no matter 

what challenges it may have provided. In the final design, the water from the grinding disk goes 

directly into the filter, then the tank, and then the pump. This allowed the particulate to be 

collected inside the filters before the tank, which made for easier maintenance of the filters. 

 

Getting the center of gravity into the center of the system was a difficult challenge for us to 

conquer. The pump and the mounting system weighed more than we initially had calculated in 

Solidworks. Due to this, the system was going to be heavier towards the pump size unless we 

could place more weight towards to filter side. Fortunately, the tank was slanted and had more 

of its weight on the filter side. This helped move the center of gravity, but it was still skewed 

towards the pump side of the system with this. To counteract this, the support system for the 

nozzle plate was made out of ¼” thick stainless steel instead of gauge 11 stainless steel. The 

Figure 15: Removal of pump and pump mount 
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nozzle plate was also made out of ⅜” thick stainless steel to move the center of gravity towards 

the center.  

 

In the end, the center of gravity is still slightly towards the pump side, but close enough to the 

center, that the EEM could still lift the system without it being tilted in one direction when the 

EEM was secured. Once these two specifications were met, the system integration design could 

be considered final and complete. 

System Architecture 

The aim for the final design was to meet the specifications given to us by INL while also 

remaining simplistic and easy to manufacture. The final design is justified as it meets the goals 

of the project completely. 

 

The final filter design was made to filter out particulate up to 15 micron in a two stage filtration 

system, collect particulate on the inside of the filters, and be lifted with the mechanical slaves. 

The two stage filtration system is a valuable part to our system. This system allows our filters to 

be able to hand large and small particulate in two separate stages, which creates a failsafe in 

our water purification. Because of the two stage filtration, it is unlikely that any particulate up to 

15 micron will go through the system. If this was a one stage filtration system, it would get 

clogged easily due to the fact that all the particulate would be contained in one filter. This two 

stage system allows for big and small particulate to be contained separately which allows for 

longer use and for separate cleaning or replacing of the filter. 

 Figure 16: Final system integration 
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In the current system at INL, flow enters the filter on the outside which allow particulate to sluff 

off into the filter housing and tank. This makes it difficult to determine where the system is 

clogged in addition to making cleaning harder. With our filter design, the particulate is collected 

on the inside of the filter as the water flows through them. This allows for the filters to be 

removed without fear of the particulate falling into any unwanted areas.  

 

The filter needed to be removed easily, so an addition of a handle was added to the top of the 

filter cap which made it possible for both filters to be removed from the system at the same time 

for easy replacement and cleaning as well. 

 

The design of the tank was made in a fail safe way to allow any stray particulate to be moved to 

one side of the tank for easy removal. One of the major specifications for the final system was to 

make it easy to clean and remove particulate. The tank was given a slanted design, which was 

a major improvement over the current tank design at INL. The slanted tank moves any stay 

particulate to right under the pump. The pump is easily removable and the hole that the pump 

goes into is large enough that the manipulators could use a vacuum to suck out the particulate 

that is left inside the tank. The slanted tank adds a large amount of value, as cleaning a 

rectangular tank would be difficult as the particulate could settle anywhere at the bottom of the 

tank. 

 

A water level sensor was added to the tank to measure the level or water. This was not an 

original specification that was given to us by INL, but was talked about as a valuable addition if 

we were able to do so. We decided to implement a level senor so that if the flow in the filter was 

clogged we could have an indication that they needed to be cleaned or replaced. This water 

sensor only goes halfway into the tank. Due to this, any person operating the system can tell 

when the water is no longer entering the tank fast enough. If the tank water level gets too low 

the pump will no longer work and will break, thus this water level sensor allows the user to know 

the water level is getting low before it hits a critical condition. 

 

The entire pump section of the design added value to our system. The pump that was chosen 

was able to be mounted vertically, which allowed for it to be easily pulled out of the tank with the 

EMM. The pump was also lighter than any of the other pump alternatives. Due to this, the pump 

did not skew the center of gravity too much to the pump side of the system.  

 

The pump mount was made in such a way that it closed up the teardrop shape needed to fit the 

pump into the tank properly. This allowed the tank to be completely closed, which stopped any 

water to escape the system due to splashing.  

 

The use of Swageloks in the integration was valuable to us in designing and out client. 

Swagelok creates a watertight seal that insures that no water will leave the tubing at the fitting 

connections. This helps further keep our system completely closed. It was suggested by INL to 

use Swagelok Quick Disconnects for connections that would need to be taken off to move other 

parts of the system. These were used for the tubing coming out of the tank and through the 

pump mount and for the bypass into the filter cap. 
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The bypass was always part of the design as it was a specification given by INL. However, the 

bypass was initially designed to go right into the tank. This was changed in the final design to go 

into the filter cap and have the bypass flow along the inside of the filter housing. This allowed a 

constant flow of water to pass along the filters and help push water coming in from the grinder 

through the filters. 

 

The final design decisions added exponential value to our product and allowed us to learn 

valuable information that we could use in our future endeavors in the industry. After meeting our 

client, we were given a short list of changes that could be made in our system that could add 

even more value to our system. These changes are further discussed in the Future Works 

section of this report. 

Design Evaluation 

A design plan was made to ensure that the system would be able to function completely. An 

initial set of tests were designed for the pump.  

 

The first test requires the system to be set up with all components except the filters. The 

procedure is to recirculate ½ of the water flow through the outlet nozzle and the remaining half 

through the bypass. Over time, the outlet water flow would be decreased while the bypass water 

flow was increased. This will ensure that the tubing could handle the pressure of the flow. This 

was tested at INL and it was proven that the system could handle the flow at any level for flow 

for the outlet and bypass. 

 

The second test required us to be able to smoothly pick up the pump mount with the EMM. At 

INL, we were able to remove and replace the pump mount without a problem. It was determined 

that this test was successful. 

 

A total system test was planned to run the whole system with filters to see if the flow rate of 

water into the tank could be maintained at a level that was safe. This test was to be ran at 15 

minutes. We were not able to run this test, but it is recommended that INL run this test as soon 

as possible to determine if the system can run smoothly with the filters in place. 

 

A second total system test was to be conducted to test the ability of the filters to collect 

particulate. Sand or a stainless steel slurry was to be weighed. The filters were then to be 

weighed separately and then placed back into the system. The system was to be ran with small 

amounts of particulate added. After 5 minutes the test would be concluded and the filters would 

be weighed again to determine how much particulate was remaining in the filters. This test 

would determine if the filters could still provide enough flow to the tank with buildup of 

particulate and if the filters allowed too much particulate to go into the tank. We were not able to 

run this test, but it is recommended that INL perform this test shortly after obtaining the system 

to confirm that the system collects the amount of particulate they expect and if the system will 

work as designed with filter and particulate hindering flow. 
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Future Work 

Although the design met all client specifications, there were some improvements that need to be 

made to our design before it could be used at INL. These changes were suggested to us by INL 

and are as follows: incorporation of flexible tubing, moving the bypass to enter the filter housing, 

changing of the type of Swagelok quick disconnects, varying the heights of the guide pins, and 

T-bar handles on screws. 

 

The flexible tubing was suggested to us during our last visit with INL. In the final concept, the 

tubing cannot be removed easily with the mechanical manipulators, which makes it almost 

impossible to remove sections of our system in the hot cell. Flexible mesh tubing is available on 

the market and can be purchased for around the same price of the current tubing, which is 

about $200. Using this tubing throughout the whole system is recommended, as the 

manipulators can move the flexible tubing out of the way if it becomes a hindrance to the 

working environment.  

 

Our team originally considered having the bypass enter through the filter housing. However, it 

was believed that the bypass flow would create a pressure difference to promote flow through 

the filters if entering through the lid. Through talking with our client, they were able to suggest 

that it would be easier for them to remove the filters with the bypass connected to the housing. 

This eliminates the need for a Swagelok quick disconnect attached to the filter cap, saving time 

and money for INL. The flow from the new suggested bypass will help move the water through 

the filters without any issue. 

 

The Swagelok quick disconnects that are currently on our final design are a certain type that 

does not work well with the mechanical manipulators. This require too much straight pipe length 

to take off and currently cannot be removed with the manipulators. It is suggested that SS-QC4-

B-400 and SS-QC4-D-400 be used as the new quick disconnects for the system. It is assumed 

that they will cost the same as the current quick disconnects, but it is uncertain as a price 

cannot be given to us at this time. 

 

Our current system doesn't have any guide pins, which was a requirement given to us by INL. 

We were going to place ⅜” diameter 1 inch long guide pins. It was suggested to us that it would 

be better if the system instead had varying length long guide pins. Two guide pins were to be 

used: one long guide pin and one short guide pin. This was to be use on any part of the system 

that required removal and replacement. The filter cap and the pump mount are the only two 

parts of our system that require removal, so guide pins should be added to make sure that the 

manipulators can place parts in the correct locations relative to other parts of the system (i.e. 

tubing and screw holes). 

 

It was recommended early in the project that T-bar handles were to be added to all the screws, 

but after taking out system to INL it was determined that the screws could be removed with and 
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extended handle Allen wrench. T-bar handles are still recommended to be added to all screws 

via welding.  

 

The estimated cost for all these changes is $300 dollars. This is assuming that the cost of tubing 

and the Swageloks are the same and that welding can be done at INL. The bar stock and dowel 

pins needed for the T-bars and the guide pins will be the remaining costs. The estimated time to 

implement these changes is 1-2 weeks depending on how long it takes for materials to arrive 

and the welding. The recommended changes are can be done quickly and without much hassle 

and it is suggested that the changes be made before the system is dropped into the hot cell. 
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Useful Contacts 

Purpose Company Name Phone Email 
Pump 
Specifications 

Graymills Tom  312-961-1484 N/A 

Pump 
Ordering 

Graymills Dennis 773-477-4100 N/A 

Filter 
Specs/ordering 

Utah Biodiesel 
Supply  

Graydon N/A graydon@utahbiodieselsu
pply.com 

Welding University of 
Idaho  

Bill 
Magnie 

N/A bmagnie@uidaho.edu 

Sheet metal 
and cutting 

CDA Metals John 
Logan 

208-292-0300 johnl@cdametals.com 

 

mailto:bmagnie@uidaho.edu

